Curation at the Core
Make the best of your existing
investments, quickly designing
& delivering engaging learning
experiences that are perfect for
senior employees through curation.

We’ve combined our industry-leading
expertise in Social and Personalized
Learning with our award-winning Learning
Record Store, Learning Locker, to create a
truly powerful, next-generation Learning
Experience Platform.
As digital learning continues to outgrow
the traditional LMS, we’ve re-imagined our
flagship Curatr platform to meet the needs of
leaders (and emerging leaders) in the modern
learning organization.
Whilst our methods have always meant
low cost and great speed in talent
development, we’re now bringing
lifelong
learning
and
breakthrough analytics
into the mix.

Making it Personal
Curatr now understands your
leaders’
goals,
personalizing
activities, and content based on
current role, ambitions, preferences
and recommendations from peers.

AI-Powered
With breakthrough AI-powered
recommendations, Curatr is at the
cutting edge of Machine Learning
for talent development.

Social Intelligence
Identify levels of critical thought
and behavioral change using our
exclusive text analysis feature, the
Social Intelligence Dashboard,
powered by TensorFlow.

Ready to Launch
Curatr LXP comes pre-loaded with
expertly curated (free!) content
covering the essential skills that
leaders need to thrive in a learning
organization.

Activity Focus

Learning isn’t a spectator sport.
That’s why we’re the first LXP to focus
learners on taking action and applying lessons back in the workplace.
To help save time and to get you started, we’re curating key learning
activities and resources in advance; all as part of the service.

Recommendation Driven

Our recommendation engine is designed to enhance the user experience,
but only if it’s useful for the individual. Rather than bombarding with lots of
options, we highlight a few key pieces, gaining feedback on how relevant our
suggestions are to help create better recommendations over time.

Smart Reflection

Curatr LXP prompts users to reflect on their key takeaways from learning
activities. We can then use these ‘lessons learned’ as spaced reminders,
ensuring learning is brought back into focus, pushing users to keep up
consistent effort, even long after a moment of learning has occurred.

Deploy Quickly

Cut Costs

Develop Leaders

WHICH CURATR IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

Core Curatr

Rapidly build social, gamified courses with
existing resources

New LXP Features

Expand beyond courses to let users develop
their skills, with smart recommendations

Leadership Skills Library

Expertly curated resources to help develop
skills, focused on leadership

Curatr LXP

Curatr LXP Pro













Learning Record Store

Fully integrated Learning Locker and full
xAPI conformance to power analytics and
automate administration



Social Intelligence

Highlight expertise by analyzing social
contributions via our unique Social
Intelligence Dashboard

Enterprise Integrations

Integrate with your own systems, including
SSO

Branded Design

Custom homepage, theming and branding
throughout

WWW.HT2LABS.COM TO START YOUR DEMO





